GAS SCREW COMPRESSORS
STANDARD MODELS
BATCH PRODUCTION

OUR SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR SUCCESS
Founded in 2002, BPC Engineering is a reliable

experts allowed us to introduce own line of standard screw

manufacturer and supplier of advanced solutions for

compressors manufactured under brand COMPEXTM.

Russian and international markets: screw, reciprocating

Today, these compressors are produced in batch and have

and centrifugal booster compressors, packaged power

gained excellent reputation at sites of our clients including

plants and special equipment for gas separation and

Gazprom,

treatment.

RNGK-Saratov,

We possess the necessary expertise and experience

Lukoil,

Bashneft,
Tatneft,

Alliance,

PermTOTIneft,

Arkticmorneftegazrazvedka,

Kumkol Trans Service and many others.

to implement turnkey projects from scratch including

Our customers’ projects success is our top priority. We are

equipment supply, installation, commissioning, personnel

always striving to offer the best solution possible for each

training and maintenance through the whole lifecycle.

particular project. We take responsibility for the result and

The Company has completed more than 250 projects,

provide competent warranty and after-warranty services.

mainly for oil&gas industry. This vast experience and
highly professional team of gas treatment and compression
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MANUFACTURE
BPC Engineering's manufacturing facility is located in the
center of Russia's power engineering – Tutaev, Yaroslavl
Region. This location allowed us to gather a team of highly
qualified professionals to introduce the cutting-edge gas
compression equipment.
Today, BPC Engineering manufactures wide range of
COMPEXTM standard gas screw compressors with
capacity up to 20 000 m3/h as well as custom screw,
reciprocating and centrifugal compressors tailored to
customer specifications.
The Company manufactures COMPEXTM oil-injected

Facility area – 5.5 ha
Workshops – 10 000 m2
Offices – 1055.42 m2
Warehouses – 2215 m2

screw air ends including compressors with a separate
lubrication system. Own manufacturing capabilities allow
BPC to be responsive to customer requests ensuring high
quality of products and services at competitive prices.
Advanced production technologies and ISO 9001-2011
Quality

Management

System

guarantee

high

performance of the offered equipment.

Full cycle of compressor equipment
manufacture, installation and maintenance:
Engineering Design Department develops
necessary engineering documentation

Own spare parts warehouse ensures
prompt maintenance and fast delivery
to the site

Procurement Department performs selection
of the best-fitting suppliers, materials and
components, suppliers monitoring, and supply
contracts conclusion
Well-established manufacturing process
ensures fast lead time with consideration of all
required process steps
Logistics Department ensures reliable logistic
chain both in Russia and abroad
Experienced engineers perform equipment
installation and pre-commissioning on
customer's site
Service Center performs warranty and service
maintenance of the equipment and provides
24x7 technical support
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Commercial off-the-shelf COMPEXTM screw compressors

Dedicated approach to each project allows us to customize

are designed for various gases treatment, purification

any standard compressor model to the specific parameters

and compression. They feature high efficiency, reliability

of a customer's site.

and sustainability. BPC Engineering offers a wide range
of standard gas screw compressors and gas boosting
stations that have proved to be a top-notch solution through
operation at various industrial sites across Russia and the

Advanced technologies and components supplied by
leading global manufacturers allow BPC Engineering
to offer its clients extended warranty plans and flexible
service contracts.

CIS.

APPLICATIONS
Collection and compression of associated gas after the first, second and final
separation stages for further transportation.
Conditioning of natural gas and associated gas for fueling microturbines, gas
reciprocating and gas turbine power plants.
Compression of natural gas vapors for vapor recovery units (VRU).
Conditioning of biogas for fueling power generating plants and CHP units.
Compression of process gases in chemical, petroleum and other industries.
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PROCESS MEDIA
Natural gas
Associated gas
Shale gas
Biogas
Petroleum vapors
Chemical industry gases

Main parameters of COMPEX compressors
Performance

to 20 000 nm3/h

Suction pressure

Suction pressure: vacuum/atmospheric and higher

Max. discharge pressure

to 52 bar (g) – standard models, to 100 (g) – special
solutions

Motor power output

from 4 kW to 2 MW

Capacity regulation range

0…100%

Ambient temperature range

-60°C…+50°C

Overhaul life

40 000 hours

Maintenance intervals

8 000 hours

Maintenance and repairs

on site

Low noise and vibration levels

no need in special foundation

Useful life

20 years

Standards Compliance

CE, ATEX, API, IECEx, GOST R

Components from leading international and domestic manufacturers
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Electric motors

Siemens, ABB, WEG, ELDIN, ELSIB, Electrotyazhmash-Privod,
Ruselprom

Gas reciprocating engines

Waukesha, Caterpillar, Siemens, MTU, Rolls-Royce, KAMAZ

Screw air ends

COMPEXTM (BPC Engineering’s proprietary oil-injected screw air ends),
Rotorcomp, Termomeccanica, GHH Rand, Howden

Variable frequency drives and soft
starters

Omron, Control Techniques, ABB, Siemens, Danfoss, SOLCON,
ROCKWELL, ChEAZ-ELPRY, ABS Electro, UM (Saint Petersburg)

FEATURES
High reliability
Easy maintenance
Standalone operation (powered by a generating unit)
Compact size and mobility
Intelligent control
High operational compatibility
Low cost of operation
High efficiency and sustainability of gas compression including associated gas with
heavy hydrocarbons and H2S

GARANTEES
Compliance with the requirements of
Technical Specifications in force.
Hazardous areas certification (IECEx, ATEX).
Reliable and failure-free operation provided
that transportation, storage and operation
requirements are observed.
Failure recovery and replacement of parts and
components at the manufacturer’s costs
during the whole warranty period.
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Standard models of COMPEXTM compressors
Model

Min/max*
Suction
Pressure,
bar (g)

Max*
Discharge
Pressure,
bar (g)

Performance
at min./max suction
pressure and 6 bar (g)
delivery pressure,
nm3/hour

Drive
Motor Power*,
kW

Length,
mm **

Depth,
mm **

Height,
mm **

Weight,
kg **

COMPEX 4

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-20/0-55

4

960

760

760

200

COMPEX 6

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-30/0-85

6

960

760

760

250

COMPEX 7,5

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-37/0-105

7,5

1200

900

900

300

COMPEX 9

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-46/0-125

9

1200

900

900

400

COMPEX 11

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-70/0-185

11

1200

900

900

400

COMPEX 15

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-91/0-250

15

1600

900

900

480

COMPEX 18

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-102/0-285

18

1600

900

900

500

COMPEX 22

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-118/0-340

22

2500

1000

1000

525

COMPEX 30

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-160/0-420

30

2830

1000

1000

850

COMPEX 37

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-220/0-545

37

2830

1000

1000

850

COMPEX 45

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-280/0-635

45

2830

1000

1000

1200

COMPEX 55

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-335/0-930

55

3000

1500

1500

1600

COMPEX 75

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-432/0-1175

75

3000

1500

1500

1800

COMPEX 90

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-595/0-1365

90

3600

2000

2000

2000

COMPEX 110

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-720/0-1950

110

2000

1800

1800

2200

COMPEX 132

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-830/0-2300

132

3000

1500

1500

4000

COMPEX 160

0,02/1,5

12,0

0-920/0-2700

160

3000

1500

1500

4000

COMPEX 200

0,1

6,0

0-1850

200

2900

1800

1800

4000

COMPEX 250

0,1

18

0-1050

250

4300

2300

2300

5500

COMPEX 300

0,1

18

0-1280

300

5000

2500

2500

6000

COMPEX 315

0,1

18

0-1320

315

5000

2500

2500

8000

COMPEX 340

0.1

18

0-1428

340

6000

2500

3000

8500

COMPEX 355

0,1

18

0-1490

355

6000

2700

3000

8500

COMPEX 360

0.1

18

0-1512

360

8000

2700

3000

8500

COMPEX 400

0,1

18

0-1680

400

8000

2700

3000

9400

COMPEX 500

0,1

18

0-2100

500

8000

3000

3000

9400

COMPEX 630

1.8

18

0-3930

630

10000

3500

3000

10000

COMPEX 800

1.8

18

0-5000

800

11000

3500

3000

10500

COMPEX 1000

1.8

18

0-6250

1000

11000

3500

3000

11000

COMPEX 1250

1.8

18

0-7800

1250

11000

3500

3000

11500

COMPEX 1600

1.8

18

0-10000

1600

12000

3500

3000

12000

COMPEX 2000

1.8

18

0-12500

2000

12000

3500

3000

12800

* The indicated performance applies to natural gas with temperature +20°C at suction. Performance and power capacity may vary due to gas composition,
gas parameters at suction and required discharge pressure.
** Dimensions and weight may vary due to skid type, presence or absence of optional equipment (e.g. gas treatment system, automatic condensate drain
system, etc.).
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Descritption of COMPEX compressors
A compressor unit consists of an oil-injected air-cooled screw compressor mounted on a skid and connected to an electric motor by a flexible coupling. The skid also accommodates auxiliary equipment to customer’s requirements. Reliable
automatic control system ensures continuous operation of the unit.
The compressor includes instrumentation and equipment that ensure safe operation in explosive zones defined by IECEx
standard.

Typical skid-mounted unit includes
Compressor with electric motor or gas reciprocating engine
Compressor control cabinet
Gas circuit
Oil circuit
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Diagram of a booster compressor
Drive shaft
sealing
Air
end

Suction line
filter

Safety relief valve

Oil-gas
separator

Centrifugal
separator filter

Minimum
pressure
valve

Gas
cooler

Suction
valve
Oil
filter

Non-return Oil scavenge
valve
line visor
Oil
thermostatic
valve

Oil
cooler

Compressor components
Skid is a welded steel frame with compressor components

and control connections. The skid if fitted with flanges for

mounted on it including air end, electric motor, gas-oil

customer’s gas and drain piping connections. Depending

cooler, heat exchanger, gas-oil separator, inlet gas filter,

on operating conditions compressors are available in

gas pressure regulator, terminal box for power supply

standard industrial or explosion-proof versions.

Compressor operation
Air end and drive motor are the main components of an

oil from gas occurs in combined separator. After that, the

oil-injected compressor.

separated oil through oil cooler and oil filter returns in the

Rotors’ surfaces and air end housing form process

air end for the next compression cycle.

cavities. Rotation of the rotors increases the space of the

The air end can be coupled with an electric motor either

cavities allowing gas to be sucked in from the above of the

directly through a flexible coupling and bellhousing or

assembly.

indirectly through an integrated step-up gear. The

Further rotation decreases the cavities compressing and

bellhousing eliminates the need to perform alignment

moving gas in axial direction to the discharge side. Contin-

during routine maintenance. Direct transmission is a very

uous and steady discharge pressure is achieved by

important feature that drastically improves efficiency of the

high-speed rotation of the rotors.

equipment at medium and high workload. The step-up

During the operation oil is injected inside the air end and
performs three main functions: lubrication of mechanical
parts (rotors, bearings, and sealing); additional sealing
between rotors and housing; and heat dissipation. The
gas-oil mixture is discharged into gas-oil receiver where
preliminary separation takes place. The final separation of
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gear serves for a wider capacity adjustment range,
ensures higher efficiency at low flow rates, lower pulsation
level and allows for operation at low velocity of electric
motor. Low motor velocity is crucial for hazardous environment applications and increases motor’s lifecycle.

In comparison with other compression solutions COMPEXTM oil-injected screw compressors offer the following
advantages:
low oil consumption
low volume of oil system
low pulsation of compressed gas
low noise and vibration levels
high reliability
less maintenance needed
continuous operation for extended periods
low quantity of spare parts

Heat released during compression process is absorbed and dissipated by oil injected between the rotors. Also, the oil
lubricates and seals the air end.
The air end is made of forged steel by high-precision CNC machines. Axial and radial loads are absorbed by ball and
needle bearings. Drive is an asynchronous AC electric motor manufactured by Siemens with variable frequency control.

The VFD-controlled motors provide the
following advantages:
precise speed regulation
high torque at low velocity
wide range of torque adjustment
dynamic braking during E-stops
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Gas circuit description
Gas circuit consists of suction line (upstream of air end), bypass line and discharge line (downstream of air end). Bypass
line can be equipped with solenoid pressure relief valve.
Suction line components

Discharge line components

ççSHUTOFFçVALVE

ççPRESSUREçTRANSMITTER

ççPRESSUREçREGULATORçOPTIONAL

ççRELIEFçVALVE

ççMINIMUMçPRESSUREçVALVE

ççMAXIMUMçPRESSUREçSWITCH

ççFILTERçWITHçAUTOMATICçCONDENSATEçDRAINçOPTIONAL

ççNON RETURNçVALVE

ççSUCTIONçVALVE

ççRECEIVERçTANKçPULSATIONçDAMPER

ççMINIMUMçPRESSUREçSWITCH

ççPURGEçVALVE

ççPRESSUREçGAUGE

ççGASçCOOLER

ççMESHçFILTER

ççCONDENSATEçSEPARATORçWITHçAUTOMATICçDRAINçVALVE ç
OPTIONAL ç

ççOTHERçEQUIPMENT
ççGAS OILçHEATçEXCHANGER çOPTIONAL
* Equipment necessary for effective condensate separation and gas heating.

Gas is sucked into the suction line, passes through a

discharge. An inverter controls electric motor speed to

filter with automatic condensate drain and suction valve

maintain the set discharge pressure of the gas in the

and then goes into the air end. During compression in

30-100% range of the compressor’s capacity, additional

the air end the gas mixes with oil. After compression

regulation is made by the help of a bypass line.

gas-oil mixture goes into receiver tank where preliminary separation of gas and oil occurs; the final separation is reached by centrifugal action in gas-oil separator
and filter. Then the compressed gas comes into delivery
line and through the minimum pressure valve goes
into combined gas-oil cooler. Gas temperature at the
outlet of the gas-oil cooler is usually 8°C above ambient
temperature. To prevent condensate from entering into
the power generating equipment the compressed gas
is heated up to 40-60°C in the gas-gas heat exchanger
that is installed upstream to the gas-oil cooler. The gas
flows through the heating section of the heat exchanger,
cooler and separator and then through the heated
section of the heat exchanger. The gas heating rate is
controlled by a valve that diverts gas either into the heat
exchanger or in the bypass line. Then the gas goes to
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Before introducing fuel gas into the compressor it is
necessary to purge it with inert gas (nitrogen) through
the purge valves. Pressure and temperature gauge are
necessary for monitoring the compressor operating
conditions. COMPEX Compressors are equipped with
the advanced electronic controller specifically designed
to automatically regulate delivery pressure by monitoring all operating parameters of compressor: gas-oil
mixture temperature, internal pressure, discharge
pressure, and condition of the filters and separators.
The user-friendly multi-language interface facilitates
easy control and maintenance of the equipment.

Oil circuit
Oil circuit includes:

4. Valves

1. Gas-oil mixture piping

4.1. Drain valve of gas-oil receiver tank

2. Oil piping

4.2. Safety valve of gas-oil receiver tank

3. Equipment

5. Instrumentation

3.1. Gas-oil receiver tank

5.1. Temperature regulator

3.2. Gas-oil separator

5.2. Differential pressure switches installed on
gas-oil separator and oil filter

3.3. Oil filter
5.3. Gas-oil mixture temperature sensor
3.4. Oil cooler

Oil Circuit
Description
Gas-oil mixture from the air end
goes into the gas-oil receiver
tank. After separation the oil is
collected in the lower part of the
receiver. Gas pressure facilitates
oil circulation through oil cooler
and oil filter that retains all the
impurities. During start procedure
the oil temperature is low enough
for condensation of water and the
temperature

regulator

ensures

fast heating of oil to the operating
temperature by by-passing the
oil cooler. A little volume of
oil accumulated in the gas-oil
separator during the final filtration
returns then to the air end suction
side through oil scavenge line
visor that allows monitoring the
oil condition. Differential pressure
switches

of

gas-oil

separator

and oil filter warn the operator
about necessity of filter elements
replacement.
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COMPEXTM compressor station
COMPEX™ compressor stations are available in contain-

and control functions allow for continuous operation

erized or modular configurations. Compressor compart-

without constant presence of technical personnel. The

ment houses one or more compressor units and explo-

stations are ready for operation immediately after installa-

sion-proof electrical equipment and electrical compart-

tion and connection to power and gas lines. Standard

ment contains control system and auxiliaries cabinets. The

shipping dimensions allow for easy transportation by

stations are fully automated and equipped with all neces-

trucks, railways, or sea.

sary safety and life support systems. Remote monitoring

Supply options
Compressors in special enclosures
Weather-proof containers
Explosion-proof versions for offshore
applications
Modular transportable compressors
Prefabricated modular building
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Model of a containerized compressor station*
8
12

11

10

7

6

5

12

16

15

14

13

9

4

1

2

3

17

18

1. Compressor unit

11. Compressor station control cabinet

2. Suction line gas filter

12. Electrical compartment vent system

3. Discharge pipeline

13. Entrance door

4. Suction pipeline

14. Motor-operated air valve of compressor
compartment vent system

5. Vent pipe
6. Fire extinguishing system
7. Discharge line gas separator
8. Gas-oil mixture air cooler
9. Auxiliaries cabinet

15. Local control panel
16. Power equipment cabinet
17. Electrical compartment
18. Compressor compartment

10. Security and fire alarm cabinet
*COMPEX compressor station configuration may vary depending on customer’s requirements.

Benefits
Do not require special foundation
Mobile design (may be mounted on chassis)
Automatic, manual and remote control capabilities
Do not require civil works
Short startup lead-time
Container is heated by heat generated by the unit thus increasing total energy efficiency of a station
Automatic protection systems
Painting with customer-specified colors
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INSTALLATIONS
Today, more than 150 COMPEX™ gas boosters operate across Russia and the CIS. High reliability and efficiency
of the units including models for handling low-quality corrosive gases were proved by an extensive case history in
various applications: industrial facilities, oil&gas production, housing and public amenities, transportation, and
communication sites.

COMPEX 4
Site: Kasibskoye and Bortomskoye oilfields, Lukoil-Perm
Location: Perm Region
Process Media: associated gas
Equipment: two COMPEX 4 booster compressors of Capstone-based
mobile units for oil wells exploration and development
Design: weatherproof container

Site: Bakery
Location: Ivanovo Region
Process Media: high pressure natural gas
Equipment: one COMPEX 4 booster station of a microturbine CHP
plant
Design: enclosure

COMPEX 6
Site: Kirillovskoye oilfield, Lukoil-Perm
Location: Perm Region
Process Media: associated gas with 1.34% of H2S
Equipment: four COMPEX 6 booster stations of microturbine power plants
Design: enclosure

Site: Usaevo preliminary water-removal unit, Alliance Oil Company
Location: Tatarstan Republic
Process Media: associated gas
Equipment: four COMPEX 6 booster stations of microturbine power plants
Design: enclosure

COMPEX 9
Site: Urmyshlinskoye oilfield, Tatoilgaz
Location: Tatarstan Republic
Process Media: associated gas with 4% of H2S
Equipment: one COMPEX 9 booster station of a microturbine power plant
Design: enclosure, single skid with a microturbine unit

Site: Tulvinskoye oilfield, Lukoil-Perm
Location: Perm Region
Process Media: associated gas with 0.66% of H2S
Equipment: four COMPEX 9 booster stations of microturbine power plants
(two per each plant – on is main, the other one is a backup)
Design: enclosure
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COMPEX 18
Site: Bogolyubovskoye oilfield, Nedra-K
Location: Orenburg Region
Process Media: associated gas
Equipment: three COMPEX 18 booster compressors in a single
container of a microturbine power plant
Design: weatherproof container

COMPEX 45
Site: Polaznenskoye oilfield, Lukoil-Perm
Location: Perm Region
Process Media: associated gas with 1.2% of H2S
Equipment: two COMPEX 45 booster stations (main and reserve)
of a microturbine power plant
Design: weatherproof container

Site: Urmyshlinskoye oilfield, Tatoilgaz
Location: Tatarstan Republic
Process Media: associated gas with 4% of H2S
Equipment: one COMPEX 45 booster station of a microturbine
power plant
Design: weatherproof container

COMPEX 55
Site: Vostochno-Sotchemyu-Talyuskoye oilfield, Pechoraneftegaz
Location: Ukhta
Process Media: associated gas with 1.15% of H2S
Equipment: two COMPEX 55 booster stations of a microturbine
power plant
Design: skid-mounted; indoors installation

COMPEX 75
Site: Zapadno-Malobalykskoye oilfield, Russneft
Location: Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Region
Process Media: associated gas
Equipment: eight COMPEX 75 booster stations of a gas turbine
power plant
Design: weatherproof container

Site: Preliminary water removal unit of Verkh-Tarskoye oilfield,
Novosibirskneftegaz
Location: Novosibirsk Region
Process Media: associated gas
Equipment: one COMPEX 75 vacuum screw booster
compressor
Design: weatherproof container
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COMPEX 90
Site: Mancharovo oil gathering facility, Bashneft
Location: Bashkortostan Republic
Process Media: associated gas with 0.4% of H2S
Equipment: two COMPEX 90 booster stations (main and reserve)
to compress associated gas for transportation
Design: weatherproof container

Site: Telepanovo oil gathering facility, Bashneft
Location: Bashkortostan Republic
Process Media: associated gas with 0.4% of H2S
Equipment: one COMPEX 90 booster station to compress
associated gas for transportation
Design: weatherproof container

COMPEX 110
Site: Sarybulak oilfield, Kumkol Trans Service
Location: Kazakhstan
Process Media: associated gas
Equipment: one COMPEX 110 booster station of a power plant
Design: weatherproof container

Site: Central gathering station of Verkh-Tarskoye oilfield,
Novosibirskneftegaz
Location: Novosibirsk Region
Process Media: associated gas
Equipment: one COMPEX 110 vacuum screw booster station
Design: weatherproof container

COMPEX 250
Site: Ozhginskoye oil and gas gathering facility, Neftisa Oil Company
Location: Perm Region
Process Media: associated gas
Equipment: one COMPEX 250 booster station
Design: weatherproof container

COMPEX 1600
Site: Ozhginskoye oil and gas gathering facility, Neftisa Oil Company
Location: Perm Region
Process Media: associated gas
Equipment: one COMPEX 1600 booster station
Design: prefabricated modular building
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